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Introducing Win T G Pro (Windows Tank Gauging
Professional) -- software designed for the operation and
management of petrochemical storage tanks. If you're
looking for a simple and cost-effective solution for your
tank monitoring needs then look to Win T G Pro.
Win TG Pro provides the following integrated functions:
·
·
·
·
·

Alarms monitoring
Historical and event logs
Net volume and inventory calculations
Screen and printed reports
Elegant graphic user interface

In addition to setting new standards in reliability, ease of configuration and maintenance, Win
TG Pro goes further by providing seamless scalability from one user to a complete enterprise
wide solution.
Reliable
Gauging Systems, Inc. has more than 19 years of experience in the Level/Mass tank gauge
industry coupled with over 16 years of direct experience writing tank-gauging software.
Currently Gauging Systems, Inc. has four software product suites and hundreds of installations
worldwide.
Our strong relationship with Microsoft represents our true dedication to excellence. In fact,
Gauging Systems, Inc. was the first tank gauging software and hardware manufacture to
qualify for the Microsoft Certified Solution Provide program back in 1995. As the operating
system industry changes, you can trust that Gauging Systems, Inc. will be on the forefront.
Scalable
Integrated at the heart of the Win TG Pro's architecture is true scalability. This feature allows
the building and configuration of solutions that blend well with customer needs and MIS
requirements.
As a true measure of performance and scalability, Win TG Pro will run on Windows 2000, XP,
NT 4.0, NT 3.x , Windows 98, or Windows 95.
Modular
It's no secrete that providing modularity can make a significant difference in the application of
software. That's why Win TG Pro has been designed from the beginning to be modular. It
consists of three basic parts: Client, Server, and Drivers. It can be combined to run standalone (single PC) or over a distributed Client-Server application.

User Friendly
A true user-friendly software application is a challenge for any programming team. This is
especially true in complex applications such as the monitoring of petrochemical storage tanks.
With the added complexity of drivers for new technology such as the Gauging Systems, Inc.
MTG "Multi-function Tank Gauge", the tank calculation portion has required further expansion of
data such as density and temperature stratification, percentage of water suspended in product,
vapor monitoring and alarms, and among others, leak detection. The use of this data requires
application specific displays, reports and alarms in order to realize the benefits from this
technology. However, Win TG Pro allows the user to easily configure the software for the data
displayed, alarms, applications, and drivers they need.
Win TG Pro has an extensive library of drivers supporting tank-gauging equipment
manufactured over the past 40 years.
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